
 

                                      
 
 

Friday, January, 31, 2020 
 
For those who finished Exodus this week, you have endured through a great deal of detail that 
I know is difficult to absorb in a meaningful way. Leviticus will continue in this vein quite a bit. 
During these chapters sometimes we have to develop a skill for holy skimming. For example, 
the exact details of the priestly garments are probably not going to be particularly life 
changing for me. I’m never going to craft those garments or wear them, even as a pastor. But 
it is significant that the Lord seemed to have a purpose beyond vanity. The priestly garments 
were for “beauty and glory” but they also served a protective purpose, as the Lord says these 
provisions are “that he may not die”. Also, we learn in the book of Hebrews that the altar, 
lamps, and the tent of meeting are earthly copies of heavenly things. If we didn’t know the 
heart of God, we might assume He is like a very persnickety fashion designer. But in reading 
more closely we see that God has a greater purpose in mind. The Lord is making the best way 
possible to draw near to the people He loves and has called into relationship. As we continue 
into Leviticus, look for the intention and the heart behind the law. 
 
I want to take a moment to address our plans for worship moving forward. I need to own that I 
should have taken some time to remind everyone about our new blended worship format 
before bringing in the praise team last week. I over estimated how much I had communicated. 
It has been a couple months since I last spoke of including the choir, praise team, and the 
organ in worship every week and I should have refreshed everyone’s memory regarding that 
conversation. What I know most everyone agrees upon is that we must find a way to minister 
to the generations missing from our congregation. That agreement has become clear in my 
conversation with all of you. The logistics of making that happen can be more difficult. The 
easiest way to accomplish that goal would be to create a separate service for new people and 
preserve the style of worship our long-time members have come to expect. I’m asking our 
leadership to wait on splitting our service for two reasons: One, we don’t get to know our new 
members very well, and secondly, it is very difficult to produce the number of people 
necessary to start a new service the moment the new service is launched. 
 
With these goals and challenges in mind I would like to ask all our members to endure this 
temporary blending of worship until we can gain enough momentum to start a new 
contemporary worship service. In order for this blending to produce fruit it must be offered 
consistently, meaning weekly. That means every week there will be a hymn in a pure 
traditional style, other familiar songs with the praise team, and some music that will be new to 
the congregation. We will continue to make an effort to make all music as accessible as 
possible to all people.  
 
With Christ’s Love 
 
-Pastor Matt Bailey 
 


